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Stampin’ Up! Supplies Used:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stamps: Peaceful Moments (151595) Limited Edition (158754)
Inks: Blackberry Bliss (133648)
Cardstock: Daffodil Delight (119683), Old Olive (100702), Blackberry Bliss (133675)
Designer Paper: Design A Daydream Host Paper (159161)
Accessories: Old Olive Ribbon (158955), White 3/8"Glittered Organdy Ribbon (156408)
Tools: Stampin' Cut & Emboss Machine (149653), Layering Circles (151770), Scallop Contour Dies (155560), Paper
Trimmer, (152392), Decorative Punch (159174), Label Me Fancy Punch (151297), Paper Snips (103579),
Mini Dimensionals (144108), Tombow Liquid Glue (110755), Stamp and Seal+ (149699) Bone Folder (102300) Cropadile
(retired)

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Cut a piece of the white board packing from a pack of 12' x 12" DSP to 12" x 5 5/8". Using 2 matching pieces of 12" x 12" DSP, lay
them down one at a time and lay the pattern on top in the middle of the paper. Fold the ends over the pattern one at a time using the Bone
Folder to make creases. Open one side back up and add Stamp and Seal+ to the bottom and fold up making a flat tube.

2. It will look like this. Repeat for your second piece.

3. Fold both of the tubes in half and on the folded side score at 3/8" for your binding. Then fold it back and forth a couple of times. Using
the Cropadile and the 3/8" hole punch side punch a hole 1" from top and bottom on the binding. Cut 2 piece of ribbon 22" long and thread
them through the holes and tie a bow.

4. Using the Label Me Fancy Punch, punch four labels using Blackberry Bliss CS. Trim each one in to two tabs by trimming them from
both ends at 3/4".

4. Using the Label Me Fancy Punch, punch four labels using Blackberry Bliss CS. Trim each one in to two tabs by trimming them from
both ends at 3/4".

5. Cut (4) pieces of Old Olive CS to 5 1/2" x 5 3/8". On the short side attach the tabs to both side of each piece of CS using Tombow
Liquid Glue as shown in picture. (You will want to make sure the stick out a little past the scalloped part of punch.)

6. Cut 4 pieces of Daffodil Delight to 2 3/4" x 2 3/4" and glue to the first 2 inside pages.

7. Cut a piece of Daffodil Delight to 5 1/2" x 5 1/2" and cut into 2 triangles. Attach to the next 2 pages with glue.

8. Cut (2) piece of Daffodil CS to 5 5/8" x 2". Lay the Scallop Edge Die from the Scallop Contours Die Set on the edge of the pieces of
CS and run through the DieCutting Machine to make the edges scalloped. Attach as shown to the last 2 pages.

8. Cut (2) piece of Daffodil CS to 5 5/8" x 2". Lay the Scallop Edge Die from the Scallop Contours Die Set on the edge of the pieces of
CS and run through the DieCutting Machine to make the edges scalloped. Attach as shown to the last 2 pages.

9. Slide pages into the pockets of the mini scrapbook. Cut a piece of Old Olive CS to (a short) 1" x 5 5/8". Punch a Blackberry Bliss
Decorative Circle using the Decorative Punch. On a scarp of Daffodil Delight stamp the saying using the Peaceful Moments stamp set and
cut it out using a Circle Die from the Layering Circles Die that fits. Glue the strip of Old Olive and the Blackberry Bliss pieces to the front
of the book. Add Dimensionals to the back of the stamped piece and attach as shown. Flip the book over. Stamp the label form the
Limited Edition stamp set in Blackberry Bliss onto a scrap of Daffodil Delight CS and punch out with the Label Me Fancy Punch and attach
to the back with glue as shown and now your Simple Mini Scrapbook is complete and ready to add your memories to!

